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Star Wars: The Phantom Menace
Meet the heroes of Star Wars Episode 1, in an awesome super-sized sticker collection. This bumper Star Wars The Phantom Menace Defenders of the Galaxy Ultimate Sticker Book is packed with more than 250 easy-to-peel colour stickers. Meet the fantastic characters from Star Wars Episode 1: The Phantom Menace and learn all about their vehicles, weapons and
dangerous foes. Great scenes taken straight from the films mean you can create your own action-packed adventures. Don't forget, you can use your stickers again and again. Jedi Knights Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi are on a mission to prevent a galactic war. Come join them!
In barren desert lands and seedy spaceports. . in vast underwater cities and in the blackest depth of space. . unfolds a tale of good and evil , of myth and magic, of innocence and power. At last the saga that captured the imagination of millions turns back in time to reveal its cloaked origins - the start of a legend the story of STAR WARS. Based on the screenplay by
George Lucas, this novel by the master storyteller Terry Brooks probes the depths of one of the greatest tales of our time, providing rich detail and insight into the minds and motives of the characters - and shedding bold new light on Lucas's brilliant creation.
Relive all of the excitement of Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace in this illustrated storybook
You waited in line for months to see the movie You read the comics You ate the fruit snacks and played with the action figures! Now make sure you don't miss the most exciting retelling of the movie of the century -- Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace—Manga! Legendary manga artist Kia Asamiya masterfully illustrates George Lucas' tale of adventure and
intrigue in a book that no Star Wars fan will want to miss!
Book Details: - Format: E-book - Publication Date: 3/1/2012 - Pages: 192 - Reading Level: Age 8 and Up
The Star Wars saga begins! This collection features beautiful illustrations by Star Wars artist Brian Rood and six stories from the Star Wars prequel trilogy, including Short Negotiations, Escaping Naboo, The Path of a Podracer, A Different Path, Droid Attack!, and The Final Fight.
The photograph book of the actual movie depicting the beginning of Anakin Skywalker, or Darth Vader.
More than 50 characters, from Obi-Wan Kenobi to Senator Palpatine, are profiled in full-color photos.
Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace
Star Wars - Episode I The Phantom Menace
Episode I
A Pocket Guide To The Characters In The Phantom Menace
Star Wars
Star Wars: The Phantom Menace
Star Wars, Episode 1, the Phantom Menace
6 stories in 1!
The Phantom Menace : Illustrated Screenplay
Star Wars: The Phantom Menace Graphic Novel Adaptation
The complete screenplay for the latest "Star Wars" motion picture, which tells the story of Darth Vader's youth, includes reproductions of storyboards from the director's studio
In 1999, the first new Star Wars movie in sixteen years came to theater screens worldwide. Leading up to the release of the film, the hype and media coverage reached epic proportions. The Phantom Menace graced every cover from Vanity Fair to Newsweek to Entertainment Weekly. Fans began camping in line for more than a month in Los Angeles
just to be first to see the new film.Anticipation tells the real-life story of a movie that faced expectations unlike those of any other film in history, but had the advantage of years of anticipation and excitement from eager fans and the public. The Phantom Menace deserves a place in film history not only as the most anticipated film ever made, but
also for its place as the first film presented to the public with digital projection technology, its status as one of the highest grossing films ever made, and the unbelievable devotion of thousands of fans who demonstrated the great meaning movies can have to people of all ages and social backgrounds.
Podracing is the most exciting sport in the entire galaxy. Screaming along at 600 mph, dodging cliffs and rocks, risking your life for the thrill of speed But something has been missing from the whole experience up until nowSPEEDLINES! Be here for the most exciting retelling of the movie of the century for Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom
MenaceMANGA! The only Phantom Menace adaptation to give you all the speedlines you can handle!
For the first time in one stunning volume, here is the complete, epic story arc: The Phantom Menace, Attack of the Clones, and Revenge of the Sith. Experience the sweeping tale of good and evil, of myth and magic, of innocence and power–and witness the tragic transformation of Anakin Skywalker from mere slave to one of the greatest, most
powerful, and feared villains of the galaxy: Darth Vader. “The path has been placed before you, Anakin. The choice to take it must be yours alone.” On the barren desert world of Tatooine, young Anakin Skywalker toils by day and dreams by night . . . of traveling the stars to worlds he’s only heard of in stories. When Jedi Knight Qui-Gon Jinn and his
apprentice, Obi-Wan Kenobi, cross paths with Anakin, it marks the beginning of the drama that will become legend. Courageous to the point of recklessness, Anakin comes of age in a time of great upheaval. The attempted assassination of Senator Padmé Amidala thrusts the Republic close to the edge of disaster–and brings Anakin and Padmé into a
secret romance as intense as it is forbidden. As combat escalates across the galaxy, the stage is set for an explosive endgame. Tormented by unspeakable visions, Anakin edges closer to the brink of a decision with profound ramifications. It remains only for Darth Sidious to strike the final staggering blow against the Republic–and to ordain a
fearsome new Sith Lord: Darth Vader. THE PHANTOM MENACE by Terry Brooks, based on the story and screenplay by George Lucas ATTACK OF THE CLONES by R. A. Salvatore, from a story by George Lucas and a screenplay by George Lucas and Jonathan Hales REVENGE OF THE SITH by Matthew Stover, based on the story and screenplay by George
Lucas Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Follows the making of "The Phantom Menace," from its script to its special effects, and includes interviews with director George Lucas and his crew
Annotated photographs and movie stills describe every important feature of the characters, creatures, costumes, droids, weapons, and equipment in the Star Wars trilogy
Collects the first three books in the Star Wars series, offering a glimpse of how Anakin Skywalker became aware of his power and turned to the dark side.
The epic space saga, Star Wars: The Phantom Menace, is finally retold in the iconic Little Golden Book format! Anakin Skywalker, a young boy strong with the Force, is discovered on Tatooine. Meanwhile, the evil Sith have returned, enacting their plot for revenge against the Jedi. Featuring stunning retro illustrations, this book is perfect for Star
Wars--and Little Golden Book--fans of all ages!
Collecting The Phantom Menace, Attack of the Clones, and Revenge of the Sith
Star Wars The Phantom Menace Vol. 2
The Phantom Menace: Star Wars: Episode I
Script Facsimile
Episode 1, the Phantom Menace
Movie Storybook
Star Wars, Episode I, the Phantom Menace
Star Wars Movie Storybook
Star Wars: Prequel Trilogy
The Phantom Menace
An adaptation of the Star Wars movie in which Anakin Skywalker, a young boy strong with the Force, is discovered on Tatooine.
The movie script for "Star Wars, Episode I, the Phantom Menace" follows the story of the young Anakin Skywalker and brave Jedi knights as they defend the planet of Naboo from the greed of the Trade Federation
The official comic book adaptation of the first chapter in the epic saga of Star Wars! Years before Luke Skywalker would clash with Darth Vader, turmoil has engulfed the Galactic Republic. But when a pair of Jedi Knights - Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi - are dispatched to end the trade conflict that has gripped the galaxy, they make a surprising discovery: the "chosen one" destined to bring balance to the Force - a young boy
named Anakin Skywalker! But this new hope may not last long when an ancient enemy returns to threaten the Jedi after centuries in hiding. As the Sith rise again, the small planet of Naboo finds itself in the middle of a power struggle for the ages. Can Queen Padmé Amidala save her people from invasion? COLLECTING: STAR WARS: Episode I - The Phantom Menace 1-4
Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William Shakespeare himself, complete with authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues and dialogue by everyone from Darth Maul to Obi-Wan Kenobi. The entire saga starts here, with a thrilling tale featuring a disguised queen, a young hero, and two fearless knights facing a hidden, vengeful enemy. Authentic meter, stage directions,
reimagined movie scenes and dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of Star Wars and Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film appears in the play, along with twenty woodcut-style illustrations that depict an Elizabethan version of the Star Wars galaxy. O Threepio, Threepio, wherefore art thou, Threepio?
Describes the making of "The Phantom Menace," and looks at its characters, aliens, weapons, spaceships, and planets.
Experience the excitement and thrill of the epic Star Wars movies in this young-reader friendly adaptation of Episode I! Peace reigns across the stars, guarded by the thousand-years old Jedi Order. But dark forces plot in the shadows to restore the power of the Sith, long believed gone. Unaware of this evil plan, two Jedi Knights rescue Queen Amidala of Naboo and discover a young boy who could forever change the fate of the
galaxy. Capturing the galaxy-spanning action of The Phantom Menace, experience Episode I as a beautiful graphic novel combining the epic wonder of Star Wars with streamlined, young-reader friendly designs.
Reveals how Lucasfilm created the look of the costumes, characters, ships, and architecture in the film.
A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away... A world is threatened. A young queen must save her people. A dark evil rises again. A young jedi is discovered. The journey begins.
Star Wars the Phantom Menace Ultimate Sticker Book Defenders of the Galaxy
The Art of Star Wars
Star Wars: The Phantom Menace Read-Along Storybook
Anticipation
The Prequel Trilogy
Star Wars: The Phantom Menace (Star Wars)
The Prequel Trilogy: Star Wars
Star Wars®: Episode I: The Phantom Menace
The Real Life Story of Star Wars: Episode I-The Phantom Menace
A New Hope
Text and illustrations present characters from episode I of "Star Wars" and the technology they use, including Qui-Gon Jinn and his wrist hologram projector, the space freighters of the Nemoidians, and the lightsabers of the Jedi Knights.
Meet all your favourite characters from LEGO® Star Wars Episode I.Designed to engage even the most reluctant reader, your child will love learning all about the LEGO Star Wars characters from Episode I The Phantom Menace. Watch while your child discovers the Star Wars stories and meets Obi-Wan and Yoda, in the first
of the three-part prequel to the original Star Wars saga. They'll also take a trip to the planet of Tatooine and meet the young Anakin Skywalker. This is a great collectors item for fans of Lego and Star Wars. Filled with amazing pictures from LEGO Star Wars Episode I, it's an out-of-this-world read. And don't
forget, there's a galaxy-full of DK LEGO Star Wars books to collect.
Beginning with Episode I The Phantom Menace, Episode II The Clone Wars, and Episode III Revenge of the Sith, enjoy the greatest space saga ever told. All three books in the prequel trilogy are included in this eBook collection. Follow along as young Anakin Skywalker descends into the dark side!
Worried that the Trade Federation's blockade of the planet Naboo will lead to war, the head of the Galactic Senate sends two Jedi ambassadors.
The updated and expanded guide to Star Wars Episode I. The Star Wars Episode I The Phantom Menace: The Expanded Visual Dictionary gives you everything you want to know about the story. This expanded edition has a fresh new design throughout and includes 32 brand new pages with more photos, more details and more
amazing facts. Find out all about the creatures, weapons, and equipment from Episode I. From podracers to Gungan battle equipment and droidekas. Come face-to-face with key characters from Anakin and Queen Amidala, to Chancellor Valorum and the comical Jar Jar Binks. Astonishing detail and archive photography
supplied by Lucasfilm insiders makes this the definitive Episode I reference guide for any Star Wars fan - young or old.
The DK Star Wars Readers series provides a wonderful opportunity for parents and teachers to promote development of young children's reading skills and motivation to read. We want young children to WANT to read! Star Wars has become a familiar part of our culture with children instantly recognizing the characters on
book covers, TV and in the movies. Now they can add more Star Wars action to their collections! LEGO® Star Wars®: The Phantom Menace is DK's newest exciting entry in the bestselling series of Star Wars Readers! Follow Jar Jar Binks through the Naboo swamp and see Darth Maul on his Sith speeder bike. Young readers
will be on the edge of their seats as the LEGO toys and Star Wars come together in the fun retelling of the first prequel, Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away, an evil legacy long believed dead is stirring. Now the dark side of the Force threatens to overwhelm the light, and only an ancient Jedi prophecy stands between hope and doom for the entire galaxy. On the green, unspoiled world of Naboo, Jedi
Master Qui-Gon Jinn and his apprentice, Obi-Wan Kenobi, arrive to protect the realm’s young queen as she seeks a diplomatic solution to end the siege of her planet by Trade Federation warships. At the same time, on desert-swept Tatooine, a slave boy named Anakin Skywalker, who possesses a strange ability for
understanding the “rightness” of things, toils by day and dreams by night—of becoming a Jedi Knight and finding a way to win freedom for himself and his beloved mother. It will be the unexpected meeting of Jedi, Queen, and a gifted boy that will mark the start of a drama that will become legend. Features a bonus
section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years, plus a brand-new Darth Maul short story by New York Times bestselling author James Luceno!
"STAR WARS: FRAMES" is an unprecedented, exquisite collection of defining moments from the revolutionary film series as seen through the eyes of its creator. "FRAMES" pays tribute as never before to the extraordinary visions seen in the epic, intergalactic adventure saga. From the first view of the Death Star, to a
planet of molten lava, or a dizzying asteroid field, the six films of George Lucas's "Star Wars" Saga have been filled with astonishing, unforgettable images that changed the way we see cinema. Each edition of "STAR WARS: FRAMES" contains 1,416 shots selected by Lucas from more than a million film frames. Contained
in six hardcover 11" x 22" volumes, the images are printed from the original film stock in an exceptionally large format that preserves its full resolution and glorious widescreen aspect ratio. Combining cinematography with bookmaking's highest production values, this remarkable and deeply personal collection is the
closest thing to a piece of the original "Star Wars" film stock. "FRAMES" offers matchless insight into Lucas' creative process and boldly illustrates his 30-year vision and passion for the Star Wars saga. "STAR WARS: FRAMES" is strictly a limited to a signed and numbered series of 500.
Lego Star Wars
The Phantom Menance : the Visual Dictionary
Star Wars Episode I Who's Who
The Making of Episode I, The Phantom Menace
Star Wars, Episode I
LEGO® Star Wars Episode I the Phantom Menace
The phantom menace
Junior Novelization
The Visual Dictionary
Star Wars Part the First

A graphic novel chronicles the early life of Anakin Skywalker.
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While Jedi knights Obi-Wan Kenobi and Qui-Gon Jinn stop a Trade Federation attack on the planet of Naboo, they encounter the young Anakin Skywalker, a slave on the planet Tatooine, who they believe is the Force's "Chosen One."
Set 32 years before the original Star Wars trilogy, the new trilogy's first episode focuses on Anakin Skywalker, he who eventually becomes Darth Vader, and the training he receives from Obi-Wan Kenobi.
The Jedi Knight Qui-Gon Jinn and his apprentice, young Obi-Wan Kenobi, are charged with the protection of Amidala, the young Queen of Naboo, as she seeks to end the siege of her planet by Trade Federation warship.
Two Jedi peace ambassadors are sent to investigate the Trade Federation blockade of Naboo and later meet Anakin Skywalker, a young slave living on Tatooine, whom they believe to be a good candidate for Jedi training
Star Wars The Phantom Menace Vol. 1
Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace
William Shakespeare's The Phantom of Menace
Phantom Menace
The Phantom Menace Movie Scrapbook
LEGO Star Wars
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